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Dear Ombudsman, 
 
I am filing my case against Enemalta Corporation on grounds of discrimination and abuse in the way 
severe disciplinary actions were taken against me for my only one small wrong doing I ever made 
since my employment with the Corporation way back on August 2000. 
 
Up to Tuesday 4th March I worked as engineer in the Operations Section at Delimara Power Station. 
On Saturday 1st March was off duty, yet on my own initiative was working from home without pay  and 
out of dedication for the Corporation when I sent an internal email outside the Corporation by mistake 
to a friend and in so doing was accused of infringing Clause 11.3 of the Collective Agreement regarding 
Confidential Matters. This happened when on Tuesday 4th March at about 15:00 was called for 
questioning by the CEO Fredrick Azzopardi and was given a transfer outright on same day to another 
section, Procurement Section, where in fact had to report the following day, and in so doing had my 
salary reduced by almost 40% due to loss of benefits associated with Shift Roster. I was not even 
given the 5 days time to reply as stipulates the Collective Agreement. 

 
For me such drastic action was too much severe considering it was my first and only wrong doing I had 
ever made as already said. I also think such action against me was politically motivated because the 
mentioned email ended on Daphne Caruana Galizia’s blog and I was blamed for it although I  only 
sent it by mistake to a friend and not to the mentioned blog which could have been done by anyone 
with a little more intuition via a simple copy and paste without being detected by the system (someone 
who wanted to do damage would have been more careful for sure). The email in question contained 
nothing crucial or detrimental, and what was asked in the email (general cleaning) was done by none 
other than myself to avoid confrontation with my subordinates who were reluctant to  do work not within 
their specifications. 

 
But above all I consider it discriminatory, and this because others who did by far more serious abuses 
involving stealing money in benefits from the Corporation were just given a warning in an email dated 

31st January 2014 (just a month before my incident) and not even a verbal warning or confronted or 
questioned by the CEO as I was subjected to. Attached you can find the email (referred to as Email2) 
in question sent by Ruben Briffa and Cced/forwarded to Ismail D’Amato, both handpicked and 
appointed as acting managers by the same CEO Fredrick Azzopardi in his first week of appointment 

as CEO of Enemalta way back on 1st January 2014. The problem is not only that Briffa and D’Amato 
as managers did not take any action against those referred as taking “extra pay for which you are not 
entitled” let alone try to recuperate the stolen money in benefits, but even more because this fraud was 
known only to those engineers in the operations section who participated in this abuse in the past (I 
myself did not know about it) and no one is that fool to go inform his superiors. So it is most likely Briffa 
and D’Amato knew about it because they themselves have participated in this abuse while still working 
as engineers in the Operations Section prior to their appointment as acting managers, and now that 
in their new role can no longer benefit from this abuse, just played it safe as if they want to do 
something good for the Corporation. To make the matter more obvious, one can easily come to the 
conclusion they don’t want to investigate, not because it is in the interest of Enemalta, but because it 
is in the interest of those involved in this fraud to take no action, to keep what they have stolen in 
benefits and not compromise their new role as managers. This fraud is described as follows: 



 

Public/National Holiday Public/National Holiday 

 
A day used to be made of 3 shifts: Night shift (from 9pm of previous day till 7am), Day shift (from 7am 
till 3pm) and Evening shift (from 3pm till 9pm). Consider Case 1 were Wednesday is a public/national 
holiday, so all those marked, namely A, B, C and D are remunerated at double time. Now consider 
Case 2 were Thursday is a public/national holiday, here only A, B and D are remunerated at double 
time and B only gets paid to a public/national holiday once. So C would maliciously arrange with B to 
make a change shift, C entering Night instead of B, while B enters Evening instead of C and in so 
doing C also gets remunerated at double time and taking the “extra pay for which you are not entitled” 
as referred in the email, a fraud resulting in more than €100 of benefits taken abusively and considering 
that for C entering the Night shift is not bothersome at all (he even gets paid Night Allowance) but more 
of benefit because of normally less work during a night shift (almost no maintenance work) and hence 
time for a nap, and also having the remainder of the day free (C goes out from work at 7am). In 
summary this abuse: 

 
a) involves public money, frauding and stealing money in benefits from the Corporation, taking 

“extra pay for which you are not entitled,” incurring extra expenses on the Corporation, 
b) abuse of shift roster/change of shift to take benefits abusively, 

c) giving bad example to subordinates, 

d) doing something abusively when they were in a position to prevent in their sub-managerial role as 
engineers, which abuse should have been reported as states the Collective Agreement (Appendix 
A, Clause 3). 

 
In this light, I consider myself to have been discriminated by being given a transfer, while those involved 
repetitively in this severe fraud were given nothing at all even if it was a fraud concerning the shift 
roster and involved stealing money in benefits. As such I ask 
a) my transfer to be reversed and return to work at Delimara Power Station Operations Section as I 

used to work prior to the transfer, 
b) to be compensated in shift allowances and overtime I lost because of this vindictive transfer 

politically motivated, 
c) to be compensated for unjustly and discriminately was given a transfer for a small infringement 

while others involved in the mentioned fraud where given nothing at all, with 2 of them even 
promoted to managers as mentioned previously. 

 
Instead disciplinary actions should be taken against all those who participated in the mentioned fraud 
and it is those who merit a transfer for abusing the shift system to their advantage or dismissed and 
Court action taken against them as happened with those who installed tampered smart meters and 
those who stole fuel from the petroleum section years before. The latter 2 cases together with those 
mentioned engineers in the Operations Section who took “extra pay for which you are not entitled” are 
just the tip of the iceberg: Enemalta is full of corrupt practices, abuses, and favouritisms. Another fraud 
by some engineers in the Operations Section to which one of the previously mentioned 

Case 1 Mon Tue Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun 

Night D C C B B A A 

Day B B A A D D C 

Evening A A D D C C B 

 

Case 2 Mon Tue Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun 

Night D C C B B A A 

Day B B A A D D C 

Evening A A D D C C B 

 



managers is said to have participated, was to work 2 Sundays per week (enter the Night shift from 
Sunday to Monday and entering a Day or Evening Shift on the following Sunday), instead of just 1 
Sunday per week when working as Relievers (a sort of extra engineer rotating once every fortnight 
mainly to cover vacation leave and sick leave of other engineers). Another fraud involved customers 
contacting directly the tradesman responsible for electricity meters instead of making a request via 
customer care, wait in the waiting list after others, and pay necessary charges – the now CEO Fredrick 
Azzopardi has some 3 years ago contacted a certain Richard Gauci, now under arrest for his 
involvement with tampered smart meters to have a relocation of supply (had a new meter installed a 
distance from original position) and in so doing avoided a charge of €160 for the work done, as well as 
avoided waiting in the queue, with the usual excuse listed down as “burnt tails” (namely the insulation 
on wire ends at meter corroded/damaged). Because of all this involvement, it is useless to use 
Enemalta’s whistleblower whose email address is none other than: 
ceowhistleblower.emc@enemalta.com.mt. 

 

I rregularities in the way disciplinary actions were issued against me: 

a) the transfer was outright: Tuesday 4th March 2014 was the day I was called for questioning by the 
CEO, was also the day dated on the letter in which I was reported to have passed information 
outside the Corporation and also the day dated on the letter in which the Corporation gave me the 
transfer to the Procurement Section. This goes against the Collective Agreement which gives 
5 days to the offender “to forward his justification” after which the Corporation can “take disciplinary 
measures which s/he deems necessary” (See Collective Agreement, Appendix A, Clause 4.1). 

b) this was my first offence and the email in question contained nothing crucial or detrimental to the 
Corporation, and as such should have merited “a verbal warning” (See Collective Agreement 
Clause 4.1). The Corporation in so doing infringed its Code of Discipline Procedure as outlined in 
Collective Agreement, Appendix A, Clause 4.1. 

c) Had the offence been as severe as they tried to picture it, it should have been put forward and 
handled by a Disciplinary Committee (Appendix A, Clause 5.2). In so doing the CEO Fredrick 
Azzopardi in an act of bullying not only abused his power and interfered in matters not his 
competence, but acted in biased way without giving me chance for a fair hearing and defence. 

d) I was severely disciplined for a small infringement, others who participated in fraud taking “extra 
pay for which you are not entitled” were let go. By not taking action against them they created a 
precedent, whereby if disciplinary actions are not applicable to them, neither should to me for a 
small infringement which bears into insignificance compared to fraud / stealing money in benefits. 

e) The transfer given was a result of a severe vindictive disciplinary action taken against me and not 

because of Enemalta exigencies as is uncovered by the letter attached dated 11th March 2014. 
Had they really cared for Enemalta exigencies they would have taken action against those referred 
as taking “extra pay for which you are not entitled,” recuperate the money stolen in benefits via that 
fraud and give those involved a transfer from the shift roster system which they have abused. 

 

A buses which are in the public interest to be investigated: 

 To know who participated in the fraud by making a change shift to take “extra pay for which you 
are not entitled” is very easy by simply checking the punch clock records for a particular change 
shift on a public/national holiday. 

 But there is even an easier way by implementing a scheme similar to that offered to those who 
had tampered smart meters installed: those who admit voluntarily to this fraud will be given the 
choice to pay back all benefits received from public holidays (both got lawfully and unlawfully) 
otherwise be suspended/dismissed and face criminal proceedings if when checked will be found 
to have participated in this abuse. This will help Enemalta recuperate thousands of Euros. 

 
 
 

 
 

Nicholas Grech (ID no: 435076M) 

(Email: niklausgrikas-hotmail.co.uk) 
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The email sent by Briffa on 31-Jan-2014 regarding that fraud where some, including himself, used to take “extra pay for which you are not entitled.” 
  



 

As can be noted from this Time card / Punch clock record printed on 14-Mar-14, as from 5-
Mar-14, after having been called for questioning by Frederick Azzopardi the day before, I 
was vindictively given a politically motivated transfer to the Procurement Section straight 
away to the point that as from this date had to work days only from 7:00 till 15:00 in this new 
section. 

  



 

Although this letter by Robert Cristiano gives the date of Monday 10th March 2014 when I 
was supposed to be transferred to the Procurement Section as if to play it they gave me the 
5 days time to give my reply as states the Collective Agreement, in fact I was transferred 
from 5-Mar-14 as outlined in the previous image showing my punch clock record. The 
incompetent Cristiano himself got caught in all this mess up when by mistake he dated the 
letter “4 ta’ Marzu 2014,” – 4-Mar-14, the same day I was called for questioning by Frederick 
Azzopardi – the transfer was so outright it was issued impressively the same day before 
questioning – in fact this letter was handed over to me by Frederick himself at the end of the 
questioning, while telling me “as from tomorrow, you at Procurement” / “minn ghada int ghall-
Procurement.” 

  



 

What this letter vilely left out was who decided that I be so vindictively transferred (i.e. “gie 
deciz” minn min?). It was abusively that Frederick Azzopardi in his role of CEO. Instead my 
offence OUGHT TO HAVE BEEN HANDLED AND DECIDED by a Disciplinary Committee 
(see further below, extracts from the Collective Agreement). 

  



 

The Collective Agreement covering years 2011-2015. 
  



 
As can be seen, had my offence been that serious as they tried to figure it, the Collective Agreement states that it should have been dealt by a Committee of Discipline, not abusively by the 
CEO Frederick himself. Regarding that Change Shift fraud to take “extra pay for which you are not entitled” IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN “reported to the Police for further investigation” by that 
incompetent and fraudster newly appointed Acting Assistant Manager Briffa himself, not had to be me to report to Enemalta’s whistle blower months later, to no avail with Frederick as CEO. 



 
As can be seen, having been accused with “divulgation of Corporation information w/o authorization,” such offence merited TO BE DEALT by the Disciplinary 

Committee, and not by the CEO, and as it was my first offence, most probably just merited “a verbal warning” or “a fine not exceeding one-week’s salary or wage.”  



 
As can be seen, I should have been given a reasonable notice by the Committee. Instead what happened was that on 4-Mar-14, I finished from work at 8:08am 

(listed under date of 3-Mar-14 in punch clock record above) and when after doing some shopping had arrived near Attard Parish church at about 9:15am by 
cycling, I received a call from Frederick’s secretary telling me not to report to work at DPS but to attend an appointment with Frederick the CEO later that day. 



 

As can be seen Enemalta’s Whistle blowing email is ceowhistleblower.emc@enemalta.com.mt, the responsibility of the “CEO” himself. 
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Frederick Azzopardi was appointed CEO in Januray 2014. His fist task was to get rid of DPS 
managers and appoint the above mentioned 3 puppets as managers instead, 2 of them 

fraudsters involved in that change shift abuse, taking “extra pay for which you are not entitled.” 
It was really a good start with Frederick at the helm of Enemalta and a predicament of what 

was yet to come. 


